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It is not enough to say that respondent might actually effectuate a preference by that means or that its true purpose might be for that reason. If it was the actual purpose of the seventh period supplement in pay for the 7-12 grades, the proper method would be to define a normal maximum period of teaching, different for each grade, based upon the duration of school days for the respective grades, and then to pay the teachers with a compensation at full salary for that normal maximum period plus the additional seventh period at
the reduced one-sixth rate of pay for the 7-12 grades. This method would not evade the limitation of section 13506 and would be reasonable in the granting of a preference to teachers for the 7-12 grades based on their degree of experience and qualifications. It is not evident from the record that respondent District actually used the seventh period to effectuate a preference for the 7-12 grades. Although respondent District's Supplemental Instruction for the 7-12 grades in effect gives additional instruction for an additional onesixth of the normal school day for the 7-12 grades, it does not require an extra sixth period of education. The record does not disclose whether respondent District's practice of paying secondary teachers an extra one-sixth of their salary for teaching a seventh period was designed by the District for the purpose of providing a salary preference for the 7-12 grades or to meet the needs of the 7-12 grades for additional preparation time. We made no attempt to update specific content within this book to reflect the newest, most
exciting developments in this field. They are included in this volume for those interested in these materials. Here, we examined the primary language applications of CALL and how they appear to facilitate learners' understanding, teach learners through making them responsible and encourage language use.
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Don Hart explained that more conferences are required at the primary school than in the intermediate grades because the intermediate grades generally do not have any elective courses and parents are more apt to approach the teacher on routine questions. Teachers, therefore, are not as apt to
be involved in conferences with parents in the primary grades. The respondents' expert, while testifying to the need for a teacher to be present during the actual instruction period, agreed that a teacher should also be at the school to help with the workload. The teachers' expertise, frequently and
subtly observed by those who work with them, is highly valuable in the area of instruction. In conclusion, the subcommittee did not believe that the respondent Board had established a "[58 Cal. App. 3d 710]" satisfactory system for providing additional compensation to teachers as intermediate
school teachers. Though the cost of this additional compensation may be borne by the taxpayers, it appears that it may be more effectively met by a differential in salary or in cost of the services to the Board. The subcommittee believes that this inequitable policy is the result of a lack of incentive
for teachers to seek training. There are far more training opportunities for elementary and primary teachers than for intermediate ones. There are far fewer opportunities for training in English for intermediate teachers than for primary or elementary teachers. The Subcommittee had a number of
conversations with school principals about this in relation to the Elementary Teachers Association. Despite this inequitable financial inducement to the intermediate classes, the subcommittee was able to establish that in some of the schools in the respondent District there was no guidance for
intermediate teachers regarding their professional development. 5ec8ef588b
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